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PARTII I 

THEE CHAOTIC APPROACH TO THE BUSINESS CYCLE 

AA new approach to model non-linear relations is found in the so-called 
"chaoss theory". Research in the mathematics of chaos opened the possibility 
too build deterministic models, which generate cycles resembling "white 
noise""  time paths, for a large range of parameters. Chaos theory is used to 
prooff  the existence of persistent fluctuations. 

Medioo and Negroni(1996) develop an overlapping generations model 
buildingg on work done by Samuelson(1958), Diamond(1965), Gale(1973), 
Benhabibb and Day(1982) and Grandmont(1989). The model of Medio and 
Negroni(1996)) produces a rich variety of dynamics, after which they 
concludee (Medio and Negroni(1996), 42): "In the economic literature, the 
discussiondiscussion of chaos has most often taken place with a mathematical rather 
thanthan physical approach. By this we mean that in most cases the authors 
havehave attempted to prove analytically that a certain abstract property called 
chaoschaos (not necessarily the same in every case) was present. This has 
necessarilynecessarily restricted the models to be considered to extremely simple and 
abstractabstract ones, usually some adaptations of one of the few dynamical systems 
investigatedinvestigated in the mathematical literature and amenable to full analytical 
treatment.treatment. Useful though such exercises might have been from a pedagogic 
pointpoint of view, they have a limited significance for an understanding of 
chaoticchaotic systems originating directly from economic problems. Given the 
statestate of the art, global information on the dynamics of the vast majority of 
nonlinearnonlinear dynamical systems can be obtained only by combining the few 
analyticalanalytical results supplied by dynamical system theory and carefully 
organizedorganized numerical simulations". 

Thiss part gives a review of the usage of the mathematical chaos theory, 
usingg the logistic equation as an example. Several different economic 
modelss are analysed. The models are adapted so they can be presented in 
termss of the logistic equation. This is done for "pedagogic reasons", as 
mentionedd by Medio and Negroni. The models are chosen for two purposes. 
Firstly,, to demonstrate how simple non-linearities in economic behaviour 
cann result in complex dynamics. These results cast some doubt on Frisch's 
conclusionn of the theoretical necessity of dampening of economic 
fluctuations.. Secondly, to show that the occurrence of chaos is not just 
restrictedd to one approach. Chaotic fluctuations can emerge in (neo) classical 
models,, (neo) radical models, imperfect market models, growth models and 
others. . 
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